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Like That 
32 count, 4 wall, beginner/intermediate level 

Choreographer: Raymond Sarlemijn, Marte Smines 
Kristiansen & Main (NL) Sept 2006 

Choreographed to: I Like That by Chingy Featuring 
Houston 

 
STEP, SLIDE, SHUFFLE FORWARD, KICKBALL CROSS, BOUNCE 1/2 TURN, HITCH 
1 Step left foot to left 
2 Slide right foot next left foot 
3&4 Shuffle forward left foot, right foot, left foot 
5 Kick right foot forward 
& Right foot next to left foot 
6 Left foot cross over right foot 
7 Bounce both knees, while doing this, turn 1/4 over right 
& Bounce both knees, while doing this, turn 1/4 over right 
8 Hitch right knee up 
 
COASTER STEP, TURN 3/4, SHOULDER POPS, LEFT, RIGHT, 1/4 TURN SNAKE ROLL 
1&2 Coaster step right foot, left foot, right foot 
3 Left foot step forward 
4 Turn 1/4 over left and step right foot to right 
5 Turn 1/2 over left and step out on left foot, while doing this pop left shoulder up 
6 Weight change to right foot, while doing this pop right shoulder up 
7-8 Make snake roll, while doing this turn 1/4 over left and put both feet together 
 
1/2 JUMP TURN, WALK WALK, SLIDE FORWARD, KNEE TURN 
1 Turn both knees and feet 1/4 to left 
& Turn both knees and feet 1/4 to right 
2 Turn 1/2 over left, while doing this jump on both feet 
3-4-5 Walk forward, right foot, left foot, right foot 
6 Slide left foot next to right foot 
7 Cross right knee in front left foot 
8 Turn 1/4 over right and change weight to right, while doing this put left knee forward 
 
WALK, WALK, TURN FULL, ARM ROLL 
& Change weight to left foot 
1 Step forward on right foot 
2 Step forward on left foot 
3 Turn 1/4 over left and step right foot to right 
4 Turn 3/4 over left and step left foot forward, while doing this start arm roll from right to left 
5 Hold 
6-7 Start arm roll from left to right 
8 Put left foot in right knee 
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